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As you look at the paintings, pay attention to their material quality, that is to say, to the paint, to its texture, to 

how it was applied and, sometimes, even cut into with an awl. The physicality and materiality of Congdon’s 

paintings are an important dimension of his art. 

Find quotations on the placards and on the walls where he speaks of the physical dimension of the paint. These 

are a few, but important, examples: “My paintings are often bas-reliefs, crusted and carved.” “Maybe I am still 

a sculptor” “I use a knife, never a brush which compromises.” “I paint with a spatula.” My surfaces are tactile.” 

Near the end of the exhibition you will see a display of some of the tools he used to create his art.  
 

GALLERY ONE 

Congdon’s experiences at the concentration camp at Bergen-Belsen are revealed in several works of art, as well 

as in journals and letters on display. These items rightly introduce the exhibition since these experiences, while 

he was in the Army, must have been life-changing. 
 

Two absolutely essential paintings are to be found on a wall in the middle of this gallery.  

The first is BLACK CITY ON GOLD RIVER (1949). Of this painting Congdon said:  “All of my life can be 

traced back to the fundamental scheme of the Black City of 1949.” 

Compare it to the adjacent painting, FLORIAN’S CAFÉ ( 1949).  The viewer will see the progression in the 

second painting where the previously flat and cage-like wall opens up in terms of space and light. This was the 

artist’s discovery of Venice which is depicted in a number of others works that follow. Observe the increasing 

spatial openness of the Piazza San Marco, as well as the growing luminosity.  

Of this transformation Congdon wrote: “The raucous face of the Bowery became the melodious facade of the 

Palazzo Reale.”  Again Congdon writes: “ In 1950 I moved to Venice…. Venice breaks the Black City block 

and opens up…my passage across the Red Sea.” 
 

Two other masterworks are found nearby: the PANTHEON (1950) (with its bold and imposing presence) and 

the COLISEUM (1951) (with its plunging and cavernous perspective). 
 

The second section of this gallery contains images of other cities, among them two powerful paintings of Paris, 

juxtaposed. (PARIS: TRAIN ON BRIDGE (1953), and SAINT GERMAIN, (1954). 
 

GALLERY TWO 

This gallery is devoted to some of the man powerful paintings which Congdon created on the theme of Christ 

on the Cross. Note that his style becomes more abstract and the paint even more tactile than previously. The 

artist’s goal is not to DEPICT the crucifixion, but to capture an EXPERIENCE of the crucifixion. Congdon: “It 

was not the pictorial image that I was seeking.” “His drama on the cross was my drama.” “The figure and the 

cross became one.” 
 

Among the most striking of these images is CROCEFISSO NO. 90 (1974). Of this image Congdon wrote: “ It is 

all a flat squashed dry lava flow, but trampled, as if the traffic of sin had crossed over it until the body became a 

stain.” 
 

GALLERY THREE 

The first section is entitled “ Nature as an Arena.” Two extraordinary paintings entitled SANTORINI are 

juxtaposed. They are supplemented by the compelling images of the vultures as well as desert and other scenes 

of equal visual power. 
 

The final section, devoted to Congdon’s later years, reveals his increasing abstraction, leading to non-objective 

painting such as YELLOW (1989). Of this period Congdon has written: “ A painting style had to emerge that 

summed up my whole life’s journey.” He also wrote: “The non-objective so-called abstract movement of today 

is art’s first and total revolution to restore man to his interior life.” 

The viewer will observe the landscapes, the paintings of snow, and, in particular, the three cemetery paintings, 

side by side, each one increasingly abstract.  
 

In looking at the abstract landscapes it helps to recall some advice which Congdon offered to the viewer: “DO 

NOT DRAW THE LANDSCAPE INTO YOUR EYE WHERE IT DIES. BECOME THE LANDSCAPE.” 
 

The exhibition concludes with a section devoted to William Congdon’s art and related materials held in the 

private collection of the Congdon family, on public exhibition for the first time.  

http://www.kofcmuseum.org/km/en/exhibits/2012/sabbath_history/index.html

